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Image 1 Ugly Crier, oil, acrylic, and collaged gel medium on panel, 8” x 10”, 2019
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ABSTRACT
In an age of digital technologies, contemporary portraits look different than
their predecessors did. Portraiture does not have to continue to rely only on
the idea of physical likeness, even though that is generally how portraiture
is conceived. Through our virtual lives, we build new versions of ourselves,
gain an abundance of information, and consume technological visuals. These
newfound engagements and understandings shape the portraits we build of
ourselves and of other groups at large. In my painting practice, portraiture is
a way to explore the contemporary landscape around me as a woman and a
painter who engages in digital life a little too much at times. I find and create
portraits within women’s social media profiles, the mass of online images,
and the visuals in various technologies. With these sources, I seek a mode of
painting that can slow down the viewer and make them consider our imagesaturated, online-obsessed, contemporary reality within the framework of
portraiture.
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INTRODUCTION
There is little dispute that portraiture was expanded when the daguerreotype
was invented in the 1800s. However, portrait painting today is still talked
about and thought of in outdated terms: in relation to the mimesis of the
subject, to a body’s position within a space, and to pre-photographic
aesthetics. Ask anyone to name a work of art that is a portrait and most will
say Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa: it embodies all pre-conceived notions
regarding what constitutes a portrait.
Contemporary artists have continually explored the idea what makes
a painting a portrait and have expanded the idea by doing so. Lucian Freud’s
paintings were unabashedly portraits although he made the psychology
of the subjects, rather than the likeness, the focus of the portraits. In his
Photorealistic paintings of people in the 1970s, Chuck Close proved that
extreme attention to likeness had no bearing on understanding the person
and their identity. Painters like Kehinde Wiley and Kerry James Marshall have
used portraiture to reclaim forgotten and overlooked histories. However, the
idea of what a portrait is and can be has expanded to a new dramatic scale
with the explosion of technology.
With the rise of “Big Brother” surveillance, the advent of the Quantified
Self movement, and the expansion of social media, portraiture is no longer
simply capturing a physical likeness and stopping there. You can find out
more about yourself than you’ve ever known through quantitative data,
which is simply a portrait of yourself through graphs and numbers. Apple
Watches can track how many steps you have taken in a day, the calories you
have burned, and even your heart rate. The ubiquity of emojis and avatars
allow you to depict yourself without actually using your own face. These
are self-portraits as they are considered to still be you, even if they are premade options. A portrait is so much more than a painted representation
of a subject’s likeness. In the digital age of the 21st century, a portrait will
take many forms, look vastly different from its predecessors, and contain
multiples meanings.
Growing up as a child of and assistant to a portrait photographer,
my connection to faces and people has been deeply rooted in my studio
practice. I have continued to investigate the traditional ideas of portraiture
(close to physical likeness) in relation to the rise of technologies shaping our
understanding of self and others. In doing so, I aim to create a portrait truly
from and about the digital age.
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Image 2 Mark, Chuck Close, acrylic on gessoed canvas, 84” x 108”, 1978-1979
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“HOT BABES” & AVERAGE WOMEN
As a woman living and participating in virtual technologies, I see the demand
on any and all women to shape their digital portraits. We are expected and
stereotyped by societal norms to post interesting pictures of ourselves and
our daily life online in order to be consumed by others—but not to show
any sort of difficult mental state. We are taught to remove our emotions in
all normal activities, so it has come as no surprise that this expectation has
extended to our virtual selves.
Within these parameters, a woman can either remain the elusive
“average” woman or become a micro-celebrity within social media. A “good”
social media profile provides surface-level content that entertains, and a
type of personal branding and marketing.1 If this branding is done right,
a woman can reach “Instafame” and have thousands of followers.2 Hannah
Black poignantly describes this new female celebrity as a “Hot Babe” who is
“lacking all interiority, super-connected, ultra-contemporary, without guilt
or grief.”3 The average woman still has to obey the same societal norms as
the social media influencer, but she does not have as many consequences if
she defies the expectations of social media. The average woman will look up
to the micro-celebrity and influencer as she gets glimpses into their lives and
thinks, “I’m just like them.” The average woman and micro-celebrity are both
creating a portrait of themselves through curation, no matter how true or
false these portraits are.
Two female artists of different generations, Cindy Sherman and
Amalia Ulman, have both explored the phenomenon of the curated portrait
in distinctive ways. In the 1980s, Sherman’s art practice of staging herself into
female stereotypes for photographs brought attention to the idea of actively
curating yourself to meet and defy expectations. Her practice helped prove
identity is socially constructed, which has continued in the 21st century. Her
Instagram profile now explores over-manipulated images of herself to create
grotesque creations for the public to consume.
In today’s world of teeth-whitening, make-up additives, and height
1
Richard H. Saunders, “Making Sense of Our Selfie Nation,” in Beyond the Face: New
Perspectives on Portraiture, ed. Wendy Wick Reaves, (London: GILES, 2018), 278.
2
Saunders, “Making Sense of Our Selfie Nation,” 278.
3
Hannah Black, “Further Materials Toward a Theory of the Hot Babe,” The New Inquiry,
April 18, 2017, https://thenewinquiry.com/further-materials-toward-a-theory-of-the-hotbabe/.
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(Top) Image 3 Instagram Update, 11 January 2019, Cindy Sherman, 2019
(Bottom) Image 4 Untitled Film Still #84, Cindy Sherman, gelatin silver print, 9 7/16” x 7 1/2”, 1978
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manipulation software, Sherman’s practice of self-staging and self-editing
is commonplace and obvious. Amalia Ulman took Sherman’s explorations
a step further by playing the active role of the socially-constructed self.
Unlike Sherman’s clearly artificial photographs, Ulman’s performative piece
Excellences & Perfections was not obviously staged. Ulman created a fake
portrait through Instagram of a young woman living the “consumerist fantasy
lifestyle,” including perfectly on-trend interiors and breast augmentation, all
the while looking pretty herself.4 She garnered thousands of followers who
thought she was real and were outraged once she revealed that her lifestyle
was entirely fabricated.5 As a whole, Ulman’s fake persona, perfectly tailored
individual posts, and audience interactions generated a collective portrait
of women in social media—one of surface-level content driven by other’s
perceptions, where contemporary technologies blur the lines between fauxself, constructed self, and authentic-self. Painting has long been involved in
this dialogue of the faux and authentic self, and so I believe painting can add
more to the conversation due to its historical baggage.

Image 5 Excellences and Perfections (Instagram Update, 22 June 2014), Amalia Ulman, 2014

4
“Amalia Ulman: Excellences & Perfections,” New Museum, October 20, 2014, https://
www.newmuseum.org/exhibitions/view/amalia-ulman-excellences-perfections.
5
Ibid.
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Informed by the work of Sherman and Ulman, I seek to investigate
women’s presence on social media within the context of painting. Instead
of playing a self-performative role, I mine social media for images posted
by women who are within the category of the social media influencer. For
example, in my painting, Boosted (Image 6), a female figure dressed in black
is reclining on a leather couch with a small dog at her side. The pose and
environment are similar to that of traditional portrait paintings of women,
except this image was not posed for the purpose of a painting. The image
derived from my own sister’s social media account, where it received over
600 likes and 16 comments. The similarities between her image and that of
a traditional portrait painting proved that the conventions of 19th century
portrait painting are at work within a 21st century technology.
However, I intend for the representation of this perfectly posed figure
to fall apart upon further examination. I painted the head as if it had been
pasted in from another image of a completely different person, yet devoid
of emotion, and ever so slightly out of scale—thus hopefully creating a
discomfort the viewer cannot easily place. The skin of the head is painted
with every pore and blemish in order to contrast the lush environment of the
original image, especially the smooth, leather couch. I painted the tattoos on
the wrists as if they sit on the surface of the skin rather than inside it. The
dog also pictorially falls apart, as the realistic head morphs into a solid shape
with only a gradient to indicate fur. I chose to accentuate or add in details in
order to distort the original image and the purpose it served as surface-level
content. These disruptions within the painting aim to explore the idea of
faux-curation within a woman’s social media profile, in addition to exploring
the analog tradition of portrait painting.
As a female artist living part of my life in the digital world, I feel the
need to explore through painting both the curated self in social media and
also the singular image-portraits created by micro-celebrities. I do not wish
to further the societal expectations discussed earlier, but instead to bring
them to light through layered elements, lush colors, and accentuated skin
textures.
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Image 6 Boosted, oil on panel, 40” x 40”, 2018
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PROLIFERATION OF IMAGES
By itself, the sheer proliferation of images on the internet has further
complicated the idea of portraiture. 1000 selfies are posted on Instagram every
10 seconds—a miniscule amount when considering that 93 million selfies are
taken in a single day.1 I say this not to imply we are more narcissistic now
than ever; we have always enjoyed seeing ourselves in an image, whether it be
a 19th century painted portrait or a mirror selfie. What I wish to argue with
this figure is that more faces are posted online than we could ever view. As
such, an image of a specific person gets lost in a crowd of billions of images,
which in turn makes the image a type of person-less portrait. This personless portrait is a continued investigation in my practice.
The motion of scrolling, whether it be on Facebook, Instagram,
or even Artsy, quickens the pace of consuming images. We could scroll
through thousands of images in a single day and remember none of them.
The number of images online has also become worse to view through most
image-based sites and platforms. These programs arrange images within a
grid structure and reduce them to uniform sizes and scale. This allows for
easy consumption and swift glancing of the lump sum in order for you
choose which to view more closely. However, selecting a specific image is no
easy task. The content of images subscribes to no hierarchy since one is no
more important in the content of it than another. Shock-value is no longer a
tool internet culture can use in relation to images. Any attempts in doing so
just furthers the neutrality of all images by building up our tolerances more
and more. The internet, especially social media, has obliterated the hierarchy
of all images, including ones of people; an image of a person, a person-image,
can really mean nothing. This person-image is further complicated when
translated into painting and undergoes another network change through recontextualization.
When considering the role of the person-image within painting, I look
to artist Julia Wachtel and her large oil, acrylic, and silkscreen paintings.
Her works continually appropriate and juxtapose logos, icons, images, and
cartoons that are popular and recognizable within contemporary culture,
such as Rosie the Robot Maid from The Jetsons and Kanye West. The resulting
image is disorienting and captivating at the same time, in order to critique
our media-saturated culture. Wachtel’s paintings from the ‘American Colors’
6
David Cohen, “Selfies, Narcissism and Social Media (Infographic),” Adweek, January
06, 2016, https://www.adweek.com/digital/rawhide-selfies-infographic/.
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Image 7 Massepequa, Julia Wachtel, oil, acrylic, and screen ink on canvas, 79” x 27.5”, 1992

series from the nineties more specifically explore the idea of the person-image
within a painted surface. Television images of regular people and celebrities
discussing personal stories on talk shows are framed and situated by panels
of color derived from corporate logos.2 The featured images of specific
people, or portraits, are re-contextualized from their original environment
of high emotion talk shows to that of a banal image reproduced through
screenprinting. Their personhood no longer matters; the images become
person-less portraits.
Within my own work, I continually come back to the idea of the personless portrait—a loss of personhood—through re-contexualized images. I
repeatedly feature images of close-in crops of people’s faces, specifically
women. Who they are does not matter to me. I do not associate my subjects’
faces to who they are even if my subject is myself or a friend. By cropping
in to have only the face in view, I wish for the viewer to confront the image
and why they may feel uncomfortable by doing so. We usually do not stop
and view an image of someone’s face for long periods of time because of the
destruction of image hierarchy. I believe this slowing down to view an image
can provide power to it as images normally get lost within the sea of images
online never to be viewed. Images of women online are also not typically
this close-up and unabashed in the texture of their skin, so it is a kind of
reclamation to force the viewer to examine every inch of the skin in view.
However, I also appropriate images of women from online and social
media, in addition to the person-less portraits. For example, in Cry Baby
(Image 9), I layered two vastly different images of women over one another.
The largest and most central figure is based on a well-known image of reality
7
Roberta Smith. “Art in Review,” The New York Times, February 19, 1993, https://www.
nytimes.com/1993/02/19/arts/art-in-review-003093.html.
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Image 8 Glare, Julia Wachtel, oil, acrylic ink on canvas, 82” x 60”, 2015

star Heidi Montag. I chose this specific image due to its familiarity. Montag
made such a horrible face while crying in a TV interview that the screenshot
was widely mocked on the internet. In my rendition, her face is glazed over
in hot pink, in the hope of giving her a sinister, flashy quality. I placed on
top of the Heidi Montag portrait the face of a woman devoid of all emotion,
yet gazing outward. Along the dialogue of Photorealism, it is intentionally
scaled to life-size and highly detailed. I wish for the viewer to question the
truthfulness in the represenation of the image as actually being this stranger.
These two images of women fight for attention against each other with neither
winning, the emotionless stranger nor the ridiculous star. This struggle for
attention from opposing images and painterly qualities suggests that the lack
of image hierarchy within contemporary technologies also means leveling
the image hierarchy between individuals. However, I hope to break the habit
of glancing and have viewers really look at an image.
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Image 9 Cry Baby, oil on panel, 18” x 24”, 2019
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Image 10 Crying Portrait, oil and acrylic on canvas, 36” x 48”, 2019
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Image 11 Viral, oil on panel, 48” x 48”, 2018
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VISUALS IN PORTRAIT BUILDING
In contemporary culture, we all exist within the digital world to varying
degrees and use the same applications and platforms in order to engage with
our culture and the people around us. We are used to seeing information and
images within visually similar layouts. The content of the person, profile, and
image can be wildly different, but all will utilize such commonalities because
platforms and applications contain pre-set parameters and capabilities.
Among the commonalities between these various curated portraits are
frames, grids, and shadows– all of which I use within my studio practice. I
consider how these visual elements can enhance or obscure the reading of
my paintings as portraits.
A grid is a visual compartmentalization. It provides structure amidst
disorder, especially within the context of internet culture and information.
Within my paintings, I am interested in how the structure of the grid can
refer to contemporary technologies while also creating pattern. For Viral
(Image 11), I arranged the close-in crops of a woman’s face in a grid to mimic
the layout of a camera roll—as if the person depicted had taken hundreds
of images of themselves. I painted each face individually so they could be
examined closely for variation and discrepancies. From a distance, the grid
of faces creates a pattern and becomes decorative. This decoration acts like
a frame as it surrounds the central image and props it up with itself. The
painting is filled with portraits of only one person, but I want the audience to
question where the true portrait lies, within the grid or its central image.
Frames within digital technologies fall under the category of
skeuomorphism—a “design concept of making items represented resemble
their real-world counterparts.”1 Frames are traditionally used with physical
objects in order to prop up and secure the painting or image within it. It is
a visual we are used to seeing along with an image. There is no functional
purpose for the frame within online images, yet they are commonly used as
a way to enhance the content. The frame serves only as an ornamentation. I
aim to play on this idea of ornamentation within the surface of my paintings
while also referencing visual elements within digital technologies. In Untitled
(Image 12), a fluorescent green border frames another border comprised of
repeated faces. The repeated faces vary in resolution as they surround the
central image¬ of a face with red sunglasses. I used a frame within a frame
8
Margaret Rouse, “Skeuomorphism,” WhatIs.com, TechTarget, last modified June 2013,
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/skeuomorphism.
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Image 12 Untitled, spray paint and oil on canvas, 40” x 48”, 2019
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with the intention to play with different forms of framing ornamentation
as they contrast each other in both color palette and content. I wish for the
viewer to question if the frames are distracting from the central portrait and
becoming the focus themselves.
Another element of skeuomorphism still in use today is shadows. A
drop shadow used in digital platforms simulates depth within a layout that is
completely flat and only surface. This helps to create a form of hierarchy and
comfort as it mimics how physical objects in the real world sit within a space.
In my work, I investigate the use of shadows through physical materials and
trompe-l’oeil. I am interested in how real and fake shadows can transform the
viewing experience of a painting. In Untitled (Image 13), I stacked various
elements and images on top of each other, including both real and simulated
shadows. An eye drawn in thick, silver oil paint is layered over a trompe-l’oeil
shadow in the shape of the eye. Underneath them is a grid within an arbitrary
shape with two halves of a face underneath it. The two halves neither totally
align nor reach the edges of the painting. I painted a slight shadow around
the two halves in order to enhance their misalignment. The eye was drawn in
metallic silver paint so that the natural highlights and shadows from a light
source would be heightened. The placement of the faux-shadow does not
align with how a natural shadow would sit based on the light hitting the silver
eye. I used both simulated and real shadows throughout the painting in order
to confuse the sense of space and depth. I wish for these shadows to contrast
how shadows are used within digital technologies. I want this confusion to
disrupt the portrait and distract from it.
Grids, frames, and shadows are just a few of the visual elements from
digital technologies that I use within my studio practice. I continue to
investigate new visuals from contemporary technologies so I may incorporate
them within my painted portraits. I seek to seamlessly utilize these multiple
visual languages from social media and digital technologies without it
becoming a gimmick. I wish to use such visual languages to entice, confuse,
and trap, but then allow the viewer to explore the narrative within.
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Image 13 Untitled, oil on canvas, 30” x 40”, 2019
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Image 14 Untitled, acrylic, oil, collaged gesso, and spray paint on canvas, 36” x 48”, 2019
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Image 15 Girl and a Chair, acrylic, oil, and collaged gel medium, 8” x 10”, 2019
26

CONCLUSION
What I have suggested is only a fraction of how contemporary life has shaped
my understanding and definition of portraiture. My role as the painter is
based on my understandings of digital life, so at times it is incomplete and
contradictory. However, I believe this reflects our contemporary life—full of
contradictions and inconsistences.
The future of portraiture will only become more complex as new
technologies are discovered and taken hold of by mainstream culture, such
as “augmented reality selfies.”1 I will continue to participate in these new
emerging technologies, platforms, and applications so I may observe the
role of women, and their images, within them. I do believe our personal
portraits will become more distanced from our likeness and personhood,
while continuing to bounce between the faux-self and authentic-self. Our
personhood will be distanced from our image. The lines of what a portrait
of someone or something is will continue to blur as the person-less portrait
takes hold.

9

Saunders, “Making Sense of Our Selfie Nation,” 281.
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Image 16 Cut/Paste, oil on panel, 8” x 10”, 2018
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Image 17 Jolly (Please Don’t Watch Me As I Weep), oil and acrylic on canvas, 50” x 66”, 2019
29
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